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BRIDGE THE GAPS BETWEEN KNOWLEDGE AND 

ACTION 

In line with the NEP2020 objectives, Deccan College of Interior Design 

aims to create excellence in the field of interior design, education and 

research. It is consistent in its commitment to enhance quality, elevate 

academic dynamism and create skill based education. 

        The institution is distinctive in its thrust towards “Bridging the 

gaps” for the holistic development of its students through the following 

ways: 

 

  

Institutional Distinctiveness 

 



Intellectual Growth:  

1. Well designed, efficient teaching  

and learning. 

2. Collaborative and engaged studio  

community between teachers and  

students. 

3. Student centric activities and  

problem solving techniques t 

through minor or major projects. 

4.  Participation in National level  

conferences, design competitions.  

5. Hands-on training of the latest  

technology to give them exposure  

of current trends and techniques  

in the interior designing Industry.  

6. Students are also motivated to  

reach out to the industry for  

various industrial projects.  

7. Entrance test for admission to 

 PG and Higher education 

 

 

  

Career Counseling Lecture  

Workshop  

ICT Class Room  

Student Activity 



Practical Training 

1. Site visits, Study Tours  

& cultural participation 

2. Internship and placement 

3. MOU s and Linkages with  

Industry, Corporate offices  

and colleges 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Physical Development:  

Participation in sports competition at  

University and college level. Health  

Awareness workshop and surveys. 

Social Development:  

1. extension activities to spread  

social awareness,  

2. organize various lectures as  

women's health, blood donation,  

Swacch Bharat, etc.  

MOUs & Linkages Study Tour 

Site Visit for Students 

Sports 

Social Activities 



3. awareness programs conducted  

To ensure that the students  

Become responsible citizens  

aiding the special needed, 

4. events for voter awareness, road  

Safety programs and Traffic rules 

 

Emotional Development:  

1. mentor-mentee system- Counseling  

for personal and academic issues.   

 

2.  Slow learners are fostered with  

extra classes, peer teaching and  

personal attention.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deccan College of interior design takes such a holistic development 

Approach, so its graduates are known to work energetically and 

efficiently in society. 

Blood Donation Camp 

Counseling Session 


